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A

3
Bottom Frame Support

AMC-P0096

E

3
Top Frame Support

AMC-A0033

D

1
Roof

AMC-A0035

C

3
Message Centers

AMC-A0034

B

REQUIRED TOOLS
(NOT INCLUDED)
1 - 7/16" SOCKET
1 - 9/16" WRENCH
1 - 9/16" SOCKET
1 - SCREW GUN
1 - LEVEL

OTHER REQUIRED MATERIALS
FOR INGROUND MOUNTING

(NOT INCLUDED)
2 - 80lb BAG OF SAKCRETE

1 - POST HOLE DIGGER
- GUIDE WIRES

- A FRIEND TO HELP

3
4 x 4 Posts

AMC-P0097
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12
1/4" x 1-1/2" Lag Screws

HLAG025C150188

F

24
1/4" x  3-1/2" Lag Screws

HLAG025C350188

G

H

9
#8  x  1-5/8" Flat Head Screws

DSSF010C400188

I

STEP #1
Lay Message Center (C) on the GroundA.
Put end posts (D) on the side of Message Center (C) B.
with holes lining up
Take 6-1/2" Bolt (A) put thru washer (B) thru Message C.
Center (C) thru washer (B) and onto nut (F) lossely
Repeat Step C for other 3 boltsD.
Tighten all boltsE.

STEP #2 (SURFACE MOUNT)
Keep the Message Center with the posts A.
attached on the ground
Put the Surface Mount Bases (I) onto the B.
post bottoms (D)
Fasten the 1-1/2" Lag Screw (J) thru the C.
washer (H)thru surface mount base (I) 
and screw into post (D)
Repeat Step C for other 3 Lag Screws (J)D.
Lift properly into standing positionE.
Secure Surface mount bases to groundF.

REQUIRED TOOLS
(NOT INCLUDED)
1 - 7/16" SOCKET
1 - SCREW GUN
1 - LEVEL
1 - #2 SQUARE DRIVE

36
1/4" Flat Washers

WUSS025WAS188
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R

DETAIL R 
SCALE 1 : 2

Pockets always face down
1-1/2" Lag Screw always in inside corner

Inside Corner

Outside Corner

F

G

H

H

T

DETAIL T 
SCALE 1 : 3

Posts are marked with guide holes

Inside Corner

Outside Corner

A

STEP #2-A (INGROUND MOUNT)
Dig two holes, approximately 10" in A.
diameter to a depth of 36" 
(or to building code / frost line) 

STEP #2-B (INGROUND MOUNT)
Place post into holes.A.
Fill with Sakcrete to a level about B.
4" - 6" below ground level
Use guide wire to secure until C.
Sakcrete is dry
Use a level to make sure Message D.
Center is square and level 
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DETAIL U 
SCALE 1 : 5

D
F

G H

A

INSIDE 
CORNER

Top Frame Support

Guide
Holes

DETAIL V 
SCALE 1 : 5

INSIDE 
CORNER

Bottom Frame Support

F

G

H
A

E

Guide Holes

STEP #4-Remove Glass Covering
To remove protective covering from glass, take a razor blade and traceA.
along the frame cutting the covering
In a corner peal back covering using the point of the bladeB.
Pull covering off of glassC.
Repeat for other side of glassD.

STEP #5-Wall Mount Suggestions
FIRST OPTION
Attach a board (2x4 or 1x6) to the studs in wall with screws that can hold
50 pounds minimum.  We suggest at least 3 studs depends on the distance
between them (use as many as possible.)  Then to simply screw the Message
Center thru the cork and back panel onto/into the board attached to the
studs.  This way one does not have to find studs thru the Message Center,
just the mount boards.  We suggest having a board at the top and bottom
of the Message Center to support it.  This is the easiest way in our opinion.

SECOND OPTION
Basically do above, but with no mounting boards behind the Message Center.
Instead find the studs and directly attach the Message Center into the studs
with screws that hold 50 pounds minimum.  The only issue will be screwing thru
the Message Center and finding the studs perfectly and not miss.  Lots of 
measuring and pre-drilling of holes.

LAST OPTION
Use Hollow Wall Drywall anchors that will have screws and hardware to put 
into the drywall to support the Message Center.  But we recommend 
100 pounds minimum considering ONLY the anchor in the wall will be 
supporting the Message Center.
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D

E A

Inside Corner

A

Inside Corner

STEP #4-Remove Glass Covering
To remove protective covering from glass, take a razor blade and traceA.
along the frame cutting the covering
In a corner peal back covering using the point of the bladeB.
Pull covering off of glassC.
Repeat for other side of glassD.

STEP #5-Wall Mount Suggestions
FIRST OPTION
Attach a board (2x4 or 1x6) to the studs in wall with screws that can hold
50 pounds minimum.  We suggest at least 3 studs depends on the distance
between them (use as many as possible.)  Then to simply screw the Message
Center thru the cork and back panel onto/into the board attached to the
studs.  This way one does not have to find studs thru the Message Center,
just the mount boards.  We suggest having a board at the top and bottom
of the Message Center to support it.  This is the easiest way in our opinion.

SECOND OPTION
Basically do above, but with no mounting boards behind the Message Center.
Instead find the studs and directly attach the Message Center into the studs
with screws that hold 50 pounds minimum.  The only issue will be screwing thru
the Message Center and finding the studs perfectly and not miss.  Lots of 
measuring and pre-drilling of holes.

LAST OPTION
Use Hollow Wall Drywall anchors that will have screws and hardware to put 
into the drywall to support the Message Center.  But we recommend 
100 pounds minimum considering ONLY the anchor in the wall will be 
supporting the Message Center.

Attach second frame supports

Attach second post
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STEP #4-Remove Glass Covering
To remove protective covering from glass, take a razor blade and traceA.
along the frame cutting the covering
In a corner peal back covering using the point of the bladeB.
Pull covering off of glassC.
Repeat for other side of glassD.

STEP #5-Wall Mount Suggestions
FIRST OPTION
Attach a board (2x4 or 1x6) to the studs in wall with screws that can hold
50 pounds minimum.  We suggest at least 3 studs depends on the distance
between them (use as many as possible.)  Then to simply screw the Message
Center thru the cork and back panel onto/into the board attached to the
studs.  This way one does not have to find studs thru the Message Center,
just the mount boards.  We suggest having a board at the top and bottom
of the Message Center to support it.  This is the easiest way in our opinion.

SECOND OPTION
Basically do above, but with no mounting boards behind the Message Center.
Instead find the studs and directly attach the Message Center into the studs
with screws that hold 50 pounds minimum.  The only issue will be screwing thru
the Message Center and finding the studs perfectly and not miss.  Lots of 
measuring and pre-drilling of holes.

LAST OPTION
Use Hollow Wall Drywall anchors that will have screws and hardware to put 
into the drywall to support the Message Center.  But we recommend 
100 pounds minimum considering ONLY the anchor in the wall will be 
supporting the Message Center.

Attach third frame supports

Attach third post
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 10.000 Block

Attach Roof
Raise the top of the frame assembly at least 10 inches off •
the ground to attach the roof
Secure roof using the #8 x 1-5/8" flat head screws (I) provided•

DETAIL W 
SCALE 1 : 10

I

C

D

STEP #4-Remove Glass Covering
To remove protective covering from glass, take a razor blade and traceA.
along the frame cutting the covering
In a corner peal back covering using the point of the bladeB.
Pull covering off of glassC.
Repeat for other side of glassD.

STEP #5-Wall Mount Suggestions
FIRST OPTION
Attach a board (2x4 or 1x6) to the studs in wall with screws that can hold
50 pounds minimum.  We suggest at least 3 studs depends on the distance
between them (use as many as possible.)  Then to simply screw the Message
Center thru the cork and back panel onto/into the board attached to the
studs.  This way one does not have to find studs thru the Message Center,
just the mount boards.  We suggest having a board at the top and bottom
of the Message Center to support it.  This is the easiest way in our opinion.

SECOND OPTION
Basically do above, but with no mounting boards behind the Message Center.
Instead find the studs and directly attach the Message Center into the studs
with screws that hold 50 pounds minimum.  The only issue will be screwing thru
the Message Center and finding the studs perfectly and not miss.  Lots of 
measuring and pre-drilling of holes.

LAST OPTION
Use Hollow Wall Drywall anchors that will have screws and hardware to put 
into the drywall to support the Message Center.  But we recommend 
100 pounds minimum considering ONLY the anchor in the wall will be 
supporting the Message Center.
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 23 

Ground

STEP #4-Remove Glass Covering
To remove protective covering from glass, take a razor blade and traceA.
along the frame cutting the covering
In a corner peal back covering using the point of the bladeB.
Pull covering off of glassC.
Repeat for other side of glassD.

STEP #5-Wall Mount Suggestions
FIRST OPTION
Attach a board (2x4 or 1x6) to the studs in wall with screws that can hold
50 pounds minimum.  We suggest at least 3 studs depends on the distance
between them (use as many as possible.)  Then to simply screw the Message
Center thru the cork and back panel onto/into the board attached to the
studs.  This way one does not have to find studs thru the Message Center,
just the mount boards.  We suggest having a board at the top and bottom
of the Message Center to support it.  This is the easiest way in our opinion.

SECOND OPTION
Basically do above, but with no mounting boards behind the Message Center.
Instead find the studs and directly attach the Message Center into the studs
with screws that hold 50 pounds minimum.  The only issue will be screwing thru
the Message Center and finding the studs perfectly and not miss.  Lots of 
measuring and pre-drilling of holes.

LAST OPTION
Use Hollow Wall Drywall anchors that will have screws and hardware to put 
into the drywall to support the Message Center.  But we recommend 
100 pounds minimum considering ONLY the anchor in the wall will be 
supporting the Message Center.

Inground Mount
Stand the frame assembly upright and place in desired area•
On the ground, mark the location of the posts•
Dig three 12" diameter holes to a depth of 2 to 3 feet•
(Some areas require deeper holes due to frost, see
map on next page)
Place assembly into the holes, level and fill with concrete•
You may need to use guide wires to hold the assembly•
level while the concrete sets
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AA

DETAIL Y 
SCALE 1 : 10

Guide holes

G

HH

DETAIL AA 
SCALE 1 : 10

G

Attach Message Centers
Set a message center (B) into the frame assembly•
Insert four 1/4" x 3-1/2" lag screws (G) and 1/4" flat washer (H) •
through the guide holes in the top and bottom of the •
message center (B)•
Tighten and repeat for the other two message centers•
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KEYED LOCK

3/16" UV-RESISTANT
ACRYLIC WINDOW

1/4" CORK TACKBOARD
*RECYCLED RUBBER TACKBOARD UPGRADE AVAILABLE

STAINLESS STEEL
HINGES

C

6in. 
OVERHANG

3

D
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SECTION D-D 
SCALE 1 : 12

 3.500 

CORK

4

READY-TO-MIX
CONCRETE

POST

MESSAGE CENTER DETAILS

MOUNTING DETAILS

1

2

HARDWARE: STAINLESS STEEL
MATERIAL: RECYCLED PLASTIC, ACRYLIC, 1/4" CORK

OVERHANG DETAILS

MESSAGE CENTER DEPTH DETAILS
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